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Response 
Percent

Response 
Count

78.6% 187
21.4% 51

238

Response 
Percent

Response 
Count

15.3% 28
1.6% 3

82.0% 150
1.1% 2

183

Poor=1 Fair=2 Good=3 Excellent=4
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count
1 26 97 48 3.12 172

2. Which part of Opening Day did you attend? (select one only)

No
Total

Answer Options

FCC Opening Day Survey - Fall2015 (n=238)

Lunch Only

1. Did you attend any Opening Day activity?

General Session Only

Total

Answer Options

Breakout Session in Cafeteria Only

Yes

3. How would you rate the Opening Day general session?

Answer Options

Both the General Session and Breakout Session
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# Response Text
1 I thought some important data was missing. New faculty and staff were not introduced.

2

3 very informative
4 The information was focused. The message positive.
5 Ran on schedule

6

7 Short.  That is good.
8 I don't see any benefit to these meetings. Although as these meetings go, with Cynthia in charge, it was easier to sit through.
9 Short sessions, efficient use of time, we were not overloaded with information.

10 Not much enthusiam
11 The time line was greatly appreciated, and the presenters were excellent.
12 Too general, and too rambling
13 difficult to hear what is being said. Need additional speakers or to re-evaluate sound system.
14 enjoyable; not overwhelming; information was shared in a clear, concise manner.
15 Informative
16 Enjoyed the updates from different projects FCC is involved in. Very exciting time
17 The sound in the OAB auditorium is very poor for this type of meeting, it would be better if it were held in the campus theater.
18 It was worth it just to hear that parking would now be available for staff and faculty!
19 No more annoying than usual.

20

21 Short and concise

I like that presenters/speakers kept on schedule, and it was a good pace.  I liked seeing the photos & names of some campus 
employees displayed before the meeting (I often pass by people I recognize but who I don't know by name or know what position they 
occupy).  I miss the staff accomplishment & other staff recognition.  I think it's better to show that before/at the start of the meeting 
rather than during lunch when attendance drops.

The length was appropriate. The information was clearly and concisely communicated. The SLO information was particularly clear and 
useful. However, it is clear that the Canvas video was nothing more than a commercial. Later that afternoon a campus manager 
remarked that while the campus is giving us an opportunity to vote on whether we want to switch to Canvas, the campus was very likely 
going to switch, regardless of the voting. This makes me feel, as I have many times before here, that administration pretends to care 
about "shared governance" and pretends to care about what we think, but they're just going to do what they want anyway. Just sayin'.

Granted my hearing is none too good, but the pa system is terrible! I only get those few that enunciate carefully and open their mouths.

4. Please provide your comments regarding the general session.
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22

23 good vibe

24

25

26 I think there were too many speakers.
27 Had difficulty hearing in the upper balcony area.  A LOT of instructors kept coming in & out and letting the door close (loudly).
28 Essential details only; affirming yet  serious: a good blend; XXX is excellent

29

30 I missed not having the new hires recognized.
31 the speakers need to put the microphone close to their mouth

32

33 The tone was nice. We were treated like valued members of the college community.
34 Was more streamlined and to the point this year. I liked it a lot.

35

36 I enjoyed seeing the pictures, names, and departments of various people on campus.

37

38 Short and sweet! Enough information to keep us up-to-date without too much needless information.
39 We usually had President and each division deans gave a brief introduction of their new hires.
40 I am glad it was trimmed down and quick.
41 XXX was particularly up-beat and relaxed. It made the whole day feel more positive.

42

43 it was kinda standard
44 The audio system did not work well, it was difficult to hear.  I was seated in the upper level.
45 Very Nice. Would liked to have seen the usual welcoming of new faculty/staff. Also, safety updates are appreciated.

I feel that the energy was wonderful.  I had a very difficult time hearing and understanding what was said.  some selections were too 
long and un-engaging.  The photos were very good.  I think the balcony should be closed in order to funnel all to the floor for a more 
group feeling.

The information was important.  It was nice to recognize the people who had made donations and contributions.  We need more 
recognitions like that at these events. I missed having the slides of the new people at the opening session.

 What I liked: stayed on schedule or ended early, all speakers were short winded, information was timely. 
 Didn't like: prefer to recognize new faculty, employees and recently tenured faculty in the big general session

Would like: a great motivational keynote speaker to get us excited about the new academic year

This was a much more positive opening day than in recent years.  Still a bit long, however, with all the reports from administrators and 
coordinators.  Perhaps creating a more interactive experience would help break up all the talking heads.  Or short video FYI's?

It was well organized, informative, and relevant. My only criticism is I sat in the balcony and it was difficult to hear and understand all the 
speakers.

From the balcony all we could hear was garbled sound; something has to be done about that...it can't just be our sessions with the 
sound issue.

 Loved the photos with names of staff.  We need more of that.  We need to learn everyone's name to work better as a team.
 
Very happy that XXX mentioned XXX.  We are still healing from this great loss; it was nice that she validated this for us.

This was the best session so far. We were given important information but not overwhelmed with more than was necessary. Those who 
presented seemed prepared and professional.
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46

47 Good overview of online pilot project.

48

49 Everyone had concise messages and the message was relevant to faculty.
50 Sound system still a problem in auditorium

51

52 Love running pics of faculty and staff who work at FCC.

53

54 I enjoyed learning the technology pilot projects the college is involved in.
55 Very positive

56

57 State people were dry and it felt more like a sales job as opposed to information sharing.
58 The general session was informative and valuable information.
59 Sound in the OAB is not very good. There is a lot of echo from the square walls making it hard to understand some speakers
60 informative, but not long winded

61

Loved the slide show! We are very happy to 
 have XXX back! 

 
I was disappointed that new faculty were 
not introduced.

62 Really great - informative, fast paced, and positive!
63 Difficult to hear in the balcony area, sound was muffled
64 The information was valuable but it was difficult to hear.

65

66 Information regarding each of the initiatives could have been better-organized, better-presented, and more intensively informative.

XXX's warmth and sincerity was the perfect introduction to the day and set the tone for faculty and staff to communicate more and focus 
on the campus priorities that are in the forefront of change.

I wanted to see the new hires and the new deans. The new deans have been working for a month and there still have been no 
introductions. Who are they?

I sat in the last row next to the aisle on the stage left side.  For a period of time the monitor in the back of the room was on and was 
perceived as the loudest speaker in my location, drawing the audio image to that location.  It was difficult to clearly understand XXX's 
some of the time.  Once that speaker was turned off it cleared things up immediately as the sound was coming from the front Bose 
speakers.

The content was quite good: informative, concise, important, appropriate. It was hard to hear the speakers, though, through the 
microphone. I was sitting near the front of the auditorium and there's something about the way sounds amplify through the room that 
made it difficult to understand what was being said a lot of the time.

 It was very difficult to hear the speakers in the upper level.
Technology people should explain their terminology and abbreviations.  I didn't realize that Canvas was an alternative to Blackboard 
until the end of that segment.

 The acoustics in the auditorium are terrible. The speakers should speak near to their microphones.
We have traditionally had pictures and names of new faculty, but not this semester. This is a good way of building community.
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67 The auditorium does not have good acoustics.

68

69 Good information
70 I liked the fact that the topics were limited to those that were most important to the campus in general.
71 Couldn't hear XXX.

72

73

74 acoustics are so bad.
75 Speakers stayed on topic and information was interesting.
76 Short and sweet. Really liked the photos of FCC employees that played as we walked in. Nice to be able to put faces to names.
77 Useful and brief
78 Great information and I am excited to be part of it.
79 Good information. Relevant to the work we do.
80 It was well attended and I believe everyone wants to participate in what FCC will look like in the future.
81 Good, OAB meeting was concise and informative
82 More active and informative
83 Very informative.

84

85 I was happy to hear about the initiatives we are participating in.  It made me proud to be a part of the Fresno City team.

86

87 I enjoyed President's XXX brief campus updates.  It was very informative, but not overwhelming.
88 Only complaint was that acoustics in auditorium made it difficult to hear speakers clearly.  Missed a lot of what was said.
89 Miss the introduction of new faculty and staff.
90 Due to my work schedule, I was only able to peek into the opening session to attend for a brief period of time.

I liked the slideshow of the new staff but wished it was turned off when XXX began speaking. It was too distracting while trying to listen 
to her.

Different aspect of campus life were presented without being too long or drawn out.  Very, very informative - WHO KNEW 
BLACKBOARD WAS BEING REPLACED or the possibility of it being replaced?????!!!!!

In the spirit of improving college communication and employee morale - The opening session would have been an ideal time to 
introduce new faculty.

Very informative! The updates regarding the various state initiatives in which our campus is participating were very helpful. I wish the 
Student Equity Plan would have been addressed as well. We understand that our initial plan was rejected by the State Chancellor's 
Office!!

Presentations we will done and thought out. Just
the audio mike was working but speakers did not bring it close enough.  So voices were garbled
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Response 
Percent

Response 
Count

86.6% 129
13.4% 20

149

Strongly 
disagree=1

Disagree=2 Agree=3
Strongly 
agree=4

Rating 
Average

Response 
Count

5 7 81 55 3.26 148

Poor=1 Fair=2 Good=3 Excellent=4
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count
5 26 66 51 3.10 148

Response 
Percent

Response 
Count

78.9% 116
21.1% 31

147

Answer Options

Total

Answer Options

Yes

7. What was your overall impression of the breakout session?

Answer Options

Yes

Answer Options

8. Was the breakout session discussion a good use of your time?

Total
No

6. The prompt questions led to good discussions?

No

5. Was it easy to find a table for the breakout session?
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# Response Text

1

2 Good focus and positive community engagement.

3

4 Talk, talk, talk.  So what is to become of the talking?  Any action?

5

6

7 No body took it to heart
8 It was very hard to hear the discussion at my table because of the echo and noise in the cafeteria.

9

10

11 The space was uncomfortable. Many people had to sit in the teacher's lounge area which made it feel disjointed.

12

13 Nice to visit with colleagues

14

I was glad there was video feed of the overflow room/people & that microphones were used (sound was at a good level).  I wish that 
everyone had fit into the main dining room.  Sufficient time was given to discuss the prompts -- not too long to where people got off track 
but not too short.

I think that the questions and comments should be sent out to the entire staff to get further feedback. The general of the staff on this 
campus is poor. Admin. seems to have forgotten that they are support staff for instructors and instructors are support for the students!

I like the breakout sessions.  It gives me an opportunity to hear the thoughts of other instructors, their ideas, and suggestions on how 
we can enhance our teaching.
It generated some good discussion and ideas.  Hope to see results implemented.  The room is way too noisy for these kinds of 
meetings.

It is nice to get a chance to have dialogue with faculty in other areas. It would be interesting to have the same group in the Spring to 
reestablish contact. Once with the same group is nice, to meet twice over time in the same group establishes collegiality.

it was led exceptionally well by our leader, our President! I appreciated the prompt questions, because I believe the answers hold 
possibilities for rebuilding morale and pride in our College. Thank you

No because I am very skeptical about anything being followed through on regarding collegiality,shared governance and morale.  Back 
to the same "head in the sand" posture!

It is so good to have XXX back as our president!  I have confidence that the break-out sessions won’t be just another “exercise”, but will 
bring about real collaboration and strengthen the communication on campus.  I thought the entire session was WELL spent and that the 
feedback will give the administration a roadmap to follow for support and leadership of the staff and faculty.  Overall, the concerns that 
were voiced and the issues brought up really stimulated conversation.  I also appreciated that there were no names asked for on the 
pages that were submitted.  Many times, things like that can cause people not to speak up for fear of being targeted.  The college is an 
awesome place to work, but there are areas that need to be addressed internally, such as internal customer service.  Thanks for a great 
and meaningful discussion and I hope that this isn’t the last time that we do this!

9. Please provide any comments and/or suggestions regarding the 
breakout session.
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15

16 Excellent, thank you

17

18

19 I am hoping action will be taken regarding faculty comments.
20 I like the fact that people had the opportunity to interact.

21

22 I thought the survey results that XXX went over were very interesting. It would be nice to get the Powerpoint.

23

24 There must be follow up. Our college has erred on this many years now.

25

26

27 Might try to mix up staff.  Staff tend to sit with people they know, it might be good to mix faculty from different divisions.
28 I didn't attend a break out session

29

Don't you think herding us together into a crowded, noisy environment to discuss artificial solutions to morale problems is somewhat 
counterproductive? My energy and morale are always lower after those breakout-type activities than they were before.

The space was really quite crowded and thus there was a feeling of being cramped and stuffed.  it might want to be opened up a little 
more to the sides left and right.  it took a long time to funnel through for the lunch.  perhaps there needed to be two lines in another 

 room or out in the hallway and then be able to return to the large room and tables.
 
I believe it was good that the faculty and staff were able to express their thought and hear each other.  there were some good thoughts 
and then there were some very impracticable and poor thoughts.
I liked having the one questions to discuss and then come up with suggestions.  But it will be for naught if nothing is done with the 
suggestions.

It would be nice to be able to see all the suggestions/recommendations that were written by the employees at the various tables.  It 
would be nicer still if some of these were implemented. Ex.  Leaders of committees or meetings should be prepared, start and end 
meetings at the times listed and not waste time.

The suggestions presented were nothing new, and some were already implemented. I would be interested to see the complete list of 
suggestions offered.

Thank you for taking the time to do an activity such as this on opening day - please keep faculty/staff informed on how we move forward 
with the data collected
It was a good start to discussions, but the venue was too large and noisy.   Also, people tended to sit next to colleagues we already 
know.  Suggestions:  hold several sessions (1/2 hour each) so there is more of a feel of interaction.  Attendees can be assigned 
time/slots groups randomly to create more of a mixer.  Give time to really listen and comment on suggestions shared with the group.  
Follow up with a process to address/acknowledge discussion points.

It's a good use of my time if something comes of it. The last few times we've done those I haven't heard what came of the discussion. It 
was also very loud in the cafeteria and difficult to hear everyone around those large tables - there were alot of sidebars with people 
talking to those around them so they could hear.

Note: Names were removed 8
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30

31

32

33

34 It was a very warming and friendly setting to have all faculty and staff in a same room for a breakout session.
35 Don't know if it will lead to any changes.

36

37

38 permanent speakers in cafeteria please.
39 I hope the suggestions are considered.
40 Maybe more structure in the feedback session. Started to feel like a platform to vent.

41

42

43 I don't know why we did the breakout session. It could have been done by a ad hoc committee from the Senate.

First: if you want to discuss communication issues, then choose a room that is conducive to communication.We could not hear each 
 other at our table because the cafeteria was so noisy.

 
Second: Can we do breakout sessions on something useful please?
This breakout session was much, much, much more useful than breakout sessions in the past have been. First of all, we were treated 
like adults, not children or students. We were not assigned seats, for example. Second, the discussion was about important things that 
faculty were concerned about. We were not made to feel that we are not good teachers and that some students' failure to succeed is 
primarily our faults. We believed XXX when she said she was going to take our feedback seriously.

I clicked yes that it was a good use of my time, but it will only be a good use of time if there is follow through.  Some of the suggestions 
do not seem like the responsibility of the college; if faculty wants to socialize, we can coordinate that ourselves.  However, if we want to 
have more informal opportunities to interact with administrators (which I think I did hear), then that is something that the college needs 
to orchestrate.  I would definitely like that -- for example, one Friday a month eating my brown bag lunch with staff of all constituencies 
who can make it.

Enjoyed the breakout session! Better than sitting and listening to someone talk. We interacted well together. Maybe next time, instead 
of sitting with our department colleagues, we could be mixed up with others from different departments and disciplines. I believe this 
was done before when XXX was President. Would love to meet other people!

If the comments and recommendations are taken under thoughtful consideration, it will have been worth it. If they are ignored, it will feel 
like another useless exercise.

Normally I don't care for "breakout sessions" as they seem forced and not particularly meaningful; however, this one was pretty good. I 
appreciated that we were not assigned seats. I also appreciated the manner in which XXX conducted the session, and that she 
repeatedly said she would be reading the comments and creating action plans based on the feedback.

As many of the responses at all of the tables were the same, it is apparent that faculty and staff desire to find ways to collaborate and 
work as a team, so it is vital that the emphasis on this comes from the top down.  So many of us have worked for FCC for many years, 
and I believe that it is in our best interest for the long timers to take the lead in developing better inter-departmental communication and 
interaction, in order to build those alliances for the new faculty and staff to follow and support.  Otherwise, we will still only have 
complaints.

If there is change in the institutional practices based on the comments from the breakout session then and only then will it be a good 
use of time. I am tired of giving input with little concrete results.
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44 We were fortunate enough to sit as a department and the discussion was very much needed in our area.

45

46

47 Great listening to ideas and solutions. Hope many get implemented especially develooing good morale.

48

49 I thought the breakout session was good except for how difficult it was to hear because of the echoing in the cafeteria.
50 Speakers need to be better.

51

52 Need a better venue for this type of activity, the noise was terrible.
53 The sharing of ideas was a wonderful way to improve the FCC work environment.

54

55

56

57

58 diversify tables with a mix of  staff, administrator, and faculty

59

60

61 I loved meeting my fellow colleagues and discussing real issues.
62 We bonded over some good ideas about collegiality.

While communications continues to be the major problem (and it really was not addressed yesterday), two of the major sources of 
complaint reflected in the N-L survey are not gone. We have a new chancellor and college president -- alas we still have much of the 
same incompetent upper leadership, but there is now hope!!

The audio in the cafeteria did not adequately cover the middle tables stage right.  Those at my table were having difficulty hearing XXX.

I know that the comments we develop for break-out sessions like this are tabulated and reviewed by administrators, but it would be nice 
to hear some follow-up from previous sessions; what are some of the concrete steps (or even specific discussions) that results from 
previous break-out sessions.

I would recommend all college administrators read "Quiet: The power of introverts in a world that won't stop talking" by Susan Cain.  I 
dread opening day and find it emotionally and physically exhausting.

The break out session was good. In general, I think all the suggestions can be summed up as: we need to spend time together and 
build relationships in informal, unstructured settings.

I feel that we have had these same discussions at so many meetings and nothing comes from them.  It is frustrating to see that we are 
still discussing the same issues at each meeting.

The two questions were a bit similar, prompted excellent conversation. XXX's collegial personality sets the tone for a comfortable 
meeting.

Just a general comment - tenured faculty who KNIT (or CROCHET or have ear buds in listening to who-knows-what) while the 
President is presenting information come across as rude and unprofessional! It was ridiculous that we were talking about collegiality 
and communication while tolerating this behavior.

I appreciate the steps being taken to build morale and bridge the gap between departments, faculty, and staff. I believe everyone 
contributes to Student Success and we are all important. So often faculty and administrators receive the accolades (which are rightfully 
deserved) but it would be refreshing for Classified Professionals to be recognized in a meaningful way as well for their contributions. 
Thank you for the breakout session.

Once all the suggestions are pondered, there will probably be useful actions to be taken, but a good deal of the public comments from 
the tables was ill-digested and in some cases too aggressive or preachy.
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63

64

65 as long as there is follow through
66 The staff spent too much time talking about the ideas.

67

68 Small focus group discussions would have been better.

69

70

71 Was nice to hear the many ideas.

72

73 difficult to hear sometimes
74 Overflow room worked, didn't feel disconnected
75 Implementation of those suggestions and posting the suggestion online
76 Very informative.
77 i thought it was a waste of time.

78

Response 
Percent

Response 
Count

71.8% 127
28.2% 50

177
No

Answer Options

Yes

10. Did you attend the lunch?

Total

The value of any breakout session would be driven by the topic/concern.  It was very obvious in the lunch break out that individuals 
wanted to be heard and wanted to hear others.

Perhaps find more dynamic and innovative activities to engage admin, faculty and staff in meaningful conversations about how  impact 
positive change, institution-wide. The breakout session activity, for example, was predictably expected. No a complaint, per se, just an 
observation.

I don't know how a meaningful conversation about improving employee morale can happen when classified are only allowed to attend 
with the permission of their supervisors. Not all supervisors are willing to let classified staff attend. I would like to see us close the 
college for the day and make attendance mandatory for classified as well as faculty and administrators.

It seems that the whole convocation is geared towards faculty and not enough recognition for the staff employees (classified).  
Sometimes I feel left out!

It was a great idea. Lots of brainstorming and staff at our table were very invested in making suggestions. Thank you for the opportunity 
to share thoughts in a positive environment.

I believe its important for people on campus to get to know others. I really liked being able to see familiar faces and know where they 
worked. Often times, I know faces, but not names. Divisions and Departments need to build rapport in an effort to support one another!

It was a good communicative tool that was used to help a large group of individuals voice concerns, feelings, etc. in a safe environment.
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# Response Text Categories

1

2 The food was good.
3 Good choices. delicious.
4 Above average.

5

6 It was fine.
7 Potato salad was good.  Sandwich was  little heavy on bread.
8 Very good!
9 Good

10 I really enjoyed the salad and fresh fruit.

11

12 Delicious and we are grateful to be feed
13 delicious, great options for everyone; enjoyed having a meal with colleagues. Taher's catered well.

14

15 great options, much appreciated
16 Lunch had a variety of selections to choose from.
17 Excellent
18 lunch was fine.
19 better than normal, nice salads, sandwiches seemed fresher. crowded
20 It was good.
21 Extremely good
22 It was great!

23

Lunch was a great idea.  It provided time for staff to meet and speak with one another.  We normally do not get to do this during the 
school year.

 The carrot cake was devine.  best I have ever had.
 
it took too long to work your way through the long line.  perhaps it might have been setup in the hallway or another room with several 
lines, even two lines would have been better.

The food was fine, but the setup led to chaos. The food items were not identified as to what was located where on the tables. But 
otherwise fine.

Please let the staff/employees know about the veggie burger before serving lunch.  We didn't know until too late when we picked turkey 
sandwich.

good food. Sandwiches were big. nice to have fruit. The pasta salad came out after some people had gone through the line which was 
too bad for them.

11. Please provide your feedback regarding the lunch.
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24

25 I thought it was good. Anita outdid herself
26 Well organized and great variety!
27 My sandwich was a little light on meat, but otherwise everything was delicious.  You can't really complain about free food can you?
28 very good
29 It was well organized. Good desserts!

30

31 Lunch was good. The food selection was large and it was nice to sit with my peers and talk.
32 very good
33 Great.
34 Wonderful food--great selection.  Desserts were delicious and appreciated a vegetarian choice.

35

36 Generous to provide lunch.

37

38 Deserts were yummy :)

39

40 Pasta salad was greasy. Sandwiches were too big. Dessert was good. Would like more healthy options.

41

42 Lunch was good! Sandwiches were too big, but they were tasty. Loved the brownies!
43 Sandwich was kind of dry, perhaps the bread was too airy.  But the potato salad was good!
44 Yum!
45 Lunch was excellent and had a nice time reconnecting with faculty.  Classified felt very included this year. Thank You
46 It was good but napkins, drinks and salad were hard to access.
47 terrible drinks-mediocre sandwiches.
48 Very good lunch, with easy access and a good variety of food with healthy options.
49 lunch options were good.
50 The meal was excellent and there was plenty of variety.  Good choices, good food.  Thank you.
51 great
52 They were not ready for us and it was a mess at first but it all worked out.  Thank you for providing lunch.

The vegetarian meal was less than appealing.  Taking the meat out is not exactly meeting the requirements of vegetarian.  The bread 
used was not healthy.  More thought needs to be put into the vegetarian option.

The food was good.  Sandwiches were a good choice and it was nice to have a variety from which to choose from. Anita's potato salad 
is always a hit!

It would have been helpful to know there was different food at different tables. I totally missed the salad, which would have been my 
preference. Good meal!!!

Yum, and thank you so much. It feels like I'm valued when lunch is provided. We are so rushed on the first day to go to meetings. There 
have been years where we went straight from the faculty conclave, to the division meeting, and finally the department meeting without a 
bite to eat - miserable. This is SOOO much better. Thanks again. It was delicious, especially that pasta salad!!!

Sandwiches were too big.  For those with bigger appetites, suggest their taking two sandwiches half the size of what we got.  There was 
a LOT of wasted food in the trash cans.

Food was Ok to good.  The sandwiches had a lot of bread in relation to the amount of meat.  That's pretty typical of Taher sandwiches.
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53

54 very good
55 Hmmm dilicious
56 Enjoyed the salads and fresh fruit.
57 Nice to have time to spend with all of our colleagues
58 There were few vegetarian options other than lettuce with dressing.
59 That was good!  Good sized portions.  Salad was hidden though, the buffet could have been handled better.
60 The lunch was a nice reward so we were not scrambling to find lunch ourselves before the Division and Department meetings.
61 Thank you.
62 It was a nice lunch spread, with a variety of items to choose from.  The desserts were yummy!
63 The sandwiches and pasta salad was good.  I liked the dessert selection.
64 Very good
65 It was good!
66 Good
67 it was fine
68 Very good - lines moved fast and the selection was excellent.
69 Thank you for the variety of selection.
70 great, needed more table space
71 Lunch was good and there were plenty of choices for everyone.
72 There should be two lines for each of the food tables--right and left
73 It was fine.
74 Excellent

75

76 Thank you for providing such a delicious lunch!

77

78 Crowded but much appreciated

79

80 Nice lunch. Went overboard on the potato chips, rice crispy treats and chocolate cake.
81 very lovely. thank you

Good.  I didn't realize there were two lines.  After waiting for the line to die down, someone informed me that there were two lines.  That 
information would have been useful earlier.  Still things seemed to move pretty well.  I didn't realize there was more than one sandwich 
choice until I had already taken taken the first one that I came to.  I would have made a different choice had I known.

I liked that the breakout session was in the cafeteria and was followed by lunch. This made it easy for faculty to remain in the room and 
enjoy lunch together. The food was plentiful, fresh, and tasty, especially the pasta salad. Thank you for the provided lunch. It promoted 
a relaxed social environment which promoted collegiality.

I appreciated how there were 2 different lunch stations to accommodate the big group--unlike the morning continental breakfast, the line 
was ridiculous! At least they could've moved the drinks separately from the food for those of us who just wanted coffee and not eat.

Food was good.  I liked the fact that new employees were flashed on the screens rather than taking up time during the general session, 
although new employees are important to FCC!
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82 E X C E L L E N T!
83 Thank you for providing us all with lunch and a venue/forum for us to interact with folks from across campus.
84 It was adequate.
85 Meat in sandwich was minimal but overall good food with a larger selection than previous lunches.
86 Lunch was nice.
87 great--thank you!
88 Good selections
89 It was Great!

90

91 Delicious thank you! And thank you to XXX.
92 The lunch was great! Thank you for always having SALAD & FRUIT!
93 good; potato salad wasexcellent
94 Good spread...Thanks!
95 Need gluten free options-- thanks for the gluten free dessert!
96 Very good!
97 Very generous portions and variety. I like that is was informal (no presentations, flexible time period)

Response 
Percent

Response 
Count

6.2% 14
68.7% 156
25.1% 57
0.0% 0

227

Again, I was only able to grab lunch and then leave due to my work schedule. I hope next year I can participate longer in the entire 
event.

a classified professional

12. Are you:

a student
Total

Answer Options

an administrator
a faculty member
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